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Executive summary 

 

Recreational saltwater fishing plays an important role in Southern New England’s ecology and economy as well as 

throughout the United States. 

 

According to NOAA, recreational fishing in Rhode Island and Massachusetts has an economic impact that surpasses 

commercial fishing.  Commercial fishers provide a nutritious food source for people who have no access to fish, 

however, both recreational and commercial fishing are important to our economy. 

 

The ‘Fisheries Economics of the United States’ report published by the Department of Commerce and NOAA relates that 

recreational fishing in Rhode Island had sales of $332-million in 2015. The report says commercial fishing had sales of 

$290- million in Rhode Island and a total of $338-million once imported fish were added. Massachusetts’ situation is 

similar. Recreational sales were at $986-million and commercial sales at $861-million with sales of $1,129-million once 

imports are added.  

 

https://www.st.nmfs.noaa.gov/economics/publications/feus/fisheries_economics_2015/index
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But what most people do not realize is that according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 

that although recreational fishing accounts for only 2% of the landings nationwide it has a far reaching and sustainable 

impact on our society.  Nationally recreational fishing represents over $89.5-billion in sales and value added to the 

economy and 439,242 jobs. 

 

With this economic impact it is vitally important that the nation and Southern New England manage this resource to 

abundance so recreational fishing can continue to thrive in a highly sustainable way and continue to serve as a primary 

economic engine of growth.  To continue economic growth in the recreational fishing sector our national fishing law, the 

Magnuson-Stevens Act, needs to better address recreational fishing. 

 

The economic impact of recreational fishing was the theme of the 2013 RISAA Symposium and growing fish to 

abundance through ecosystem-based management was the theme of the 2015 RISAA Symposium.  Building on these 

symposia, the 2018 Southern New England Recreational Fishing Symposium theme was the Magnuson-Stevens Act 

reauthorization and how to make it work better for recreational fishing.  Our national fishing law needs to be improved 

to better recognize the needs of recreational fishing, so commercial and recreational fishing can continue to thrive 

together. 

 

The Symposium brought together local, regional and national anglers, fish managers and scientists to discuss the drivers 

that impact recreational fishing, the ecosystem, and parts of MSA that should remain as they are and those that should 

be improved to better accommodate recreational fishing. 

 

Speakers and panelists (see attached speaker guide and agenda) first addressed participants and then had an open panel 

discussion with questions from other panelists, the facilitator, as well as participants attending the Symposium.  

Participants then broke into eight work groups of 6 to 8 people in each group and were asked for their input on what 

they might recommend to enhance the Magnuson-Stevens Act for recreational anglers.   

 

The three top recommendations from each work group were posted in the front of the room, each one was read with 

duplicates deleted and then each participant was given four ‘voting’ dots.  Attendees could put all four on one 

recommendation or vote for four different recommendations or anything in-between.  55 attendees voted on issues. 

 

Key points from panelists 
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Key points from speaker presentations appear on page 9.  Full presentations will appear at www.risaa.org once the 2018 

Symposium section of the website is completed. Ten highlights from panelist presentations: 

 

1. MSA is working because Number 1, it’s rooted in best available science; Number 2, it requires accountability for 

everyone who fishes to stay within sustainable quotas; and Number 3, it drives recovery of depleted stocks in a 

timely manner. 

 

2. Before the MSA state and regional managers would often set catch levels above sustainable levels to address 

short-term economics, or they would exceed sustainable quotas, but there was no accountability for those 

overages (such was the case of cod fish in New England). 

 

3. The Morris-Deal report suggested the nation develop a national recreational fishing policy and that we revise 

our recreational fishing management approach to change stock rebuilding timelines and allocation of marine 

fishery resources for the greatest benefit of the nation. 

 

4. Recreational and commercial fishing are fundamentally different activities that require different management 

approaches, however federal laws and policies have attempted to shove recreational fishing into management 

approaches designed just for commercial fishing.  

 

5. The ten national standards of MSA serve as the guiding principles for managing fishing under MSA.  In the past 

nine years the percentage of stocks not overfished increased from about 83% to 91%... and fish stocks not 

subject to overfishing increased from about 76% to 84%. 

 

6. MSA has successfully managed stocks with annual catch limits so overfishing does not occur.  However, MSA is 

not perfect:  some challenges include the quality of data from the recreational sector, regulatory stability, access 

and opportunity. 

7. Some believe recreational and commercial fishing are essentially different (experiential vs pounds of fish), 

however species caught for consumption (or meat vs catch & release) that are dominated by recreational fishers 

could be easily damaged if overfishing is allowed with no allowable catch limits (ACL).  Species dominated by the 

http://www.risaa.org/
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recreational sector include 74% of black sea bass, 90% of south Atlantic dolphin, 74% of bluefish, 70% of red 

snapper in the Gulf, etc. 

8. The ability of regional councils to use recreational management measures other than catch limits are already 

permitted by MSA. MSA currently allows alternative management measures allowing numbers of fish rather 

than pounds.  It is just a mathematical calculation so this ability already exists in Magnuson. 

9. The aim of MSA was precautionary management to grow fish to abundance and provide for Maximum 

Sustainable Yield or more recently Optimum Yield.   MSA=Precautionary Management=Abundance=Angler 

Opportunity. 

10. Over 40 recreationally and commercially important species have been rebuilt under MSA.  It has been good for 

the fish, as well as those of us who depend on healthy and abundant fish stocks.  It’s important that we preserve 

and enhance conservation measures in our national fishing law. We need regulations that aim to grow fish to 

abundance for all rather than taking more fish to fulfill short term economic gains of a few. 

 

 

Top scoring directions from group work 

 

Six directions offered by participants floated to the top for future action plan developed including: 

 

1. Improving recreational stock assessment data as well as catch and effort harvest data were top scoring 

recommendations. Participants wanted the quality of existing data enhanced and wanted improved new 
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data sources, creating avenues to accommodate electronic reporting in the recreational sector.  Some 

participants wanted to both enhance existing data sources with more funding and surveying as well as 

explore electronic recording of catch and effort.   

 

The key in both cases was development of federal criteria and standards for reporting, not state or regional 

criterial for reporting.  The aim of ‘better data’ recommendations was to accommodate the collection and 

reporting of data in a timely manner to impact regulation. 

 

Verbatim comments from groups: 

“Improve quality of recreational harvest & socio-economic data” 

“Timely and accurate data on assessments and fishermen fishing results” 

“Add ‘best available science’ to standard SEC.301 (6) of the MSA 

“Develop Federal criteria and standards for reporting electronically in recreational sector” 

 “Create a timeframe for data innovation” 

“Implement 200 person Rhode Island study using cellphone app.” 

“Science based funding for data collection, incentivize and educate anglers” 

 

2. Protect forage fish and promote ecosystem-based management was another top recommendation with a 

total of 35 votes.  12 participants felt that the forage fish complex should be defined and managed 

separately from non-forage species exempt from optimal yield.  Many participants (23 votes) felt that forage 

fish and ecosystem-based management were linked and should be addressed at the same time.  

 

Verbatim comments from groups: 

“Forage and non-forage fish should be managed separately” 

“Forage fish should be exempt from optimal yield” 

“Ecosystem based management with focus on forage species to support recreational fishing” 

 

3. Ending the redistribution of quota from the recreational to commercial sector received 20 participant votes.  

Many felt that leaving unused quota in the recreational sector was a good conservation practice.  

Additionally, participants felt the regulation should put a value on ‘the fish left in the water’ from catch & 

release.  In regard to gear conflicts between trawl and rod & reel fishing, many felt buffer zones should be 
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established or explore restructuring commercial vessel traffic in-shore where feasible to reduce large vessels 

from operating close to the shore or in estuaries. 

 

Verbatim comments from groups: 

“Consider underutilization of allocation <should be seen> as a conservation benefit” 

“Avoid transfer of recreational underage to commercial quota.” 

“End the redistribution of unused quota from recreational to commercial sector” 

“Put a value on fish left in water via catch & release” 

“Restructure commercial vessel traffic in-shore where feasible to avid gear conflicts” 

“Better understanding of recreational fishing discard mortality.” 

 

4. Redistribution of fish quotas due to biomass movement and climate change (14 votes).  Participants felt a 

redistribution of fish harvest quotas based on current distribution, catch and value (both recreational and 

commercial) is necessary. 

 

Verbatim comments from groups: 

“Recalculate specie allocation on distribution, catch and value.” 

“Change law to shift management to where fish are” 

“Require special distribution based on new data.” 

 

5. Add council seats in neighboring regions to accommodate fish movement as well as recreational seats (19 

votes).  Require recreational representation on all Regional Councils possibly a minimum of one private 

recreational angler representative with no commercial fishing interests and a second from the party and 

charter sector. 

 

Verbatim comments from groups: 

“Require private recreational anglers on all Councils” 

“Private angler should not have any commercial fishing interests.” 

“Add council seats on neighboring regions to facilitate fish movement changes" 

“Add two Rhode Island seats to the Mid-Atlantic Council” 
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6. Add transiting provision to MSA to accommodate a Block Island to Mainland corridor (12 votes).  Other 

transient provisions occur in New England and throughout the county.  Due to a mile or two state water gap 

between Block Island and mainland Rhode Island, a transit provision should be added to MSA. 

 

Verbatim comments from groups: 

“Add a transiting provision between BI and mainland RI.” 

 

 

 

Speaker highlights.  Visit www.risaa.org  for full speaker/panelist presentations. 

 

Ben Bulis, President, America Fly Fishing Trade Association. “MSA is working because Number 1, it’s rooted in best 

available science; Number 2, it requires accountability for everyone who fishes to stay within sustainable quotas; and 

Number 3, it drives recovery of depleted stocks in a timely manner.” said Bulis.  

 

“The concepts of science-based management, putting an end to overfishing, and recovering stocks were established 

when the law was first passed back in 1976. However, we still saw declining fish populations and rampant overfishing 

well into the 2000s, and this was because managers, due to political pressure, would often set catch levels above 

sustainable levels to address short-term economics, or they would exceed sustainable quotas, but there was no 

accountability for those overages.” 

http://www.risaa.org/
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MSA, the fishing law of this nation, insulates our federal fisheries managers from the pressure to put short-term 

economics before conservation.  We believe MSA is working, and we oppose any measures that would undermine those 

three core tenets of conservation.  

 

Science must guide fishery management decisions, and data collection efforts must meet scientific integrity standards. 

Science-based annual catch limits and accountability measures that are responsible for the progress toward ending and 

preventing overfishing must be preserved. 

 

‘The MSA isn’t perfect. It needs to do a better job protecting habitat. The health and abundance of forage fish – or bait 

fish – need to be managed appropriately.” said Bulis.  We also need to accommodate for climate change, rising ocean 

temperatures and fish movement I.e. dolphin and cobia as well as summer flounder and black sea bass in the north.  We 

also need improved data collection methods and tools like smart phone apps that record catch in real-time, and that are 

subject to peer-review and science-based standards, are an important tool. 

 

Janet Coit, Director, RI Department of Environmental Management, kicked off the conference with opening remarks 

relating how important MSA has been to rebuilding fish stocks in Rhode Island and the Nation.  

Director Coit said, “The ease of access and reputation for good fishing lures both residents and tourists to our shores 

every year.  The MSA has helped to fortify our fisheries by mandating a better understanding of our marine resources, 

rebuilding depleted fish stocks, and holding fishermen accountable for their catch.  We look forward to working with 

RISAA and Rhode Island’s congressional delegation to ensure that our federal laws support recreational fishing as we 

pursue sustainable management of our incredible marine resources.” 

Russel Dunn, NOAA National Policy Advisor for Recreational Fishing, gave an overview of the MSA, its challenges and 

opportunities and discussed the National Saltwater Recreational Fisheries Policy and Implementation Plans. 

Highlights included a review of saltwater trips and catch.  57% of recreational fish are caught on the Atlantic coast with 

only 3% caught on the Pacific coast and 39% caught off the Gulf of Mexico Coast.   

The MSA originally passed in 1976 establishing the 200-mile Exclusive Economic Zone and eight Regional Fishery 

Management Councils.  The Act was reauthorized in 1996 adding sustainable fisheries provisions and reauthorized again 

in 2007 which ended overfishing immediately adding science-based annual catch limits and accountability measures to 

prevent overfishing from occurring. 
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“The ten national standards (see attachments) of MSA serve as the guiding principles for managing fishing under MSA.  

Under MSA in the past nine years the percentage of stocks not overfished increased from about 83% to 91%... and fish 

stocks not subject to overfishing increased from about 76% to 84%.” said Dunn. 

MSA has successfully managed stocks with recreational annual catch limits so overfishing does not occur.  However, 

MSA is not perfect some challenges include data, regulatory stability, access and opportunity. 

Rich Hittinger, 1st vice president of the RI Saltwater Anglers Association, welcomed participants and provided highlights 

of the 2013 and 2015 Southern New England Recreational Fishing Symposia.  “The purpose of the symposia series is to 

highlight the importance of recreational fishing and discuss how to advance and improve recreational fishing for the 

future.” said Hittinger. 

“The 2013 theme, the economic impact of recreational fishing and the 2015 theme, growing fish to abundance and 

ecosystem-based management identified concerns that should be addressed during MSA reauthorization.”  Issues that 

were discussed at previous Symposia include access to fishing locations and access to fish that can be caught. Climate 

change and its impact on fish and fish movement are having an important impact on fish populations. 

Key points from the 2013 and 2015 symposia that are relative to MSA reauthorization and recreational fishing include:  

the economic importance of recreational fishing and its need for better representation; access to fishing; population 

shifts and the need to account for them in ACL; management by estimating pounds of harvest is difficult; and 

enforcement needs to be strong. 

Chris Macaluso, Director, Center for Marine Fisheries for the Theodore Roosevelt Conservation Partnership, shared 

the 2014 Marine vision “Morris-Deal” Report and its key tenets including the formation of a national policy for 

recreational fishing and a revised approached to management that aimed to change stock rebuilding timelines and the 

allocation of marine fishery resources for the greatest benefit of the nation as well as the managing of forage base and a 

process for cooperative management. 

Mr. Macaluso relayed that most of his coalition’s concerns have been rolled into bill HR 200 including an examination of 

alternative management, reallocation in mixed use fisheries, and a process for cooperative management between states 

and NOAA. 

“Recreational and commercial fishing are fundamentally different activities that require different management 

approaches, however federal laws and policies have attempted to shove recreational fishing into management 

approaches designed just for commercial fishing. Fishing laws in this nation need to be revised to better reflect the 

conservation goals and cultural needs as well as the economic benefits of recreational fishing.” said Macaluso. 
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John McMurray, charter fishing captain and guide, author and member of the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries 

Commission.  Putting conservation first was the title of John McMurray’s presentation noting that the aim of the MSA 

was precautionary management to grow fish to abundance and angler opportunity to catch fish.  He shared the 

equation:  MSA=Precautionary Management=Abundance=Angler Opportunity. 

“Conservation is paramount… you shouldn’t throw out the good with the bad.  While it hasn’t been easy, MSA has done 

a good job rebuilding fish stocks.  Over 40 recreationally and commercially important species have been rebuilt under 

this law.  So MSA has been good for the fish, as well as those of us who depend on healthy and abundant fish stocks.  It’s 

important that we preserve and enhance conservation measures in our national fishing law.” said Capt. John McMurray 

“We need regulations that aim to grow fish to abundance for all rather than taking more fish to fulfill short term 

economic gains of a few.” 

Jason McNamee, Chief, Marine Resources Management, RI Division of Marine Fisheries, spoke about Ecosystem 

management and the state of what is going on in jurisdictions that impact Southern New England fisheries.    Examples 

of ecosystem-based management approaches in the Mid-Atlantic and New England Fishery Management Councils as 

well as the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission were reviewed. 

Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries Management (EAFM) and Ecosystem Based Fisheries Management (EBFM) both aim to 

increase the information being used when making fisheries management decisions including predator-prey 

relationships, climate and habitat information. 

Through comparing approaches now employed, McNamee came up with three conclusions.  First, progress has been 

made on ecosystem management as set forth in the previous MSA reauthorizations.  Second the different approaches 

being used all have the goal of doing a better job of synthesizing available information beyond the current single-species 

models.  And third, as we successfully incorporate this information, management success and performance will likely be 

enhanced. 

Charles Witek, Esq., fish advocate, writer and recreational fisherman. “Some say that recreational fishing is essentially 

different than commercial fishing, that the MSA was a law intended to manage commercial fisheries and this needs to 

be amended to accommodate the recreational fishing needs.  I disagree with that underlying premise.” 

Both recreational and commercial fishing are activities that remove fish from wild populations and both can harm wild 

populations if not adequately controlled. “In some high-value fisheries that attract recreational fishermen, recreational 

landings can equal and sometimes far exceed those of commercial fishing.”  So, given recreational fishing’s significant 
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impact on the health of many fisheries, it is in appropriated to make recreational fishing exempt from the discipline 

imposed by annual catch limits and accountability measures while delaying the rebuilding of overfished stocks.  

“The ability of regional councils to use recreational management measures other than catch limits are already permitted 

by MSA. MSA is more flexible than you think as national standard 1 guideline permit alternative management measures. 

MSA allows for regulations that use numbers of fish rather than pounds.  It is just a mathematical calculation converting 

pounds to numbers of fish and fish to pounds. So this ability already exists in Magnuson.” 

“In regard to catch… we need to account for the recreational fish we catch and release as they are just as valid as catch 

and kill.” said Witek. 

 

Next steps 

The Rhode Island Saltwater Anglers Association will develop a public policy action agenda on the Magnuson-Stevens Act 

using input obtained from the Symposium along with Board input and approval in February, 2018. The MSA action 

agenda will be shared with RISSA members, political leaders, fish mangers and the community. 
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Photos of group work charts and issue voting 
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